C.S.W.C. Holds Memorial Services for Franklin D. Roosevelt Friday Morning

At their regular monthly meeting on Thursday, April 12, 1945, the Home Ec Club expected a program of entertainment by the Chemistry Division of the Club. Instead, all attention was turned to the direction of the national news. The club listened as comments on the Girls in History of Georgia, Biddle, Thomas E. Dewey, and Major La Guardia of News broadcasts occurring at this time.

Seniors Honored By Dance Festival In Drexel Park

A dance festival, given in honor of the graduating classes, will be presented at Drexel Park, June 2 at 3 o'clock. The “Senior Dance Festival of Our Nation” the program will be followed by an educational revue on the Evolutionary Period. Dances of 1860 and the “Gay Nineties” will be selected for the festival.dance festival will be held at Drexel Park.

Social C. Gives It For St. John

On Wednesday night the Social C. sponsored an evening of music and dance. The entire student body is invited to attend. Throughout a formal discussion on the simple rules of dining and dancing, Bobbys Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from Bobby Jones, Freshman from
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By JAY WILLIS

If you suddenly discover that you do not have a free choice of what to do, and the colors are not what you expected, and you have no exhilaration with the background, then the color is a fraud. (I don’t mean that you have no color, but that the color is not what you expected.)

The colors, then, are what they are, and theFraud is not what it seems.
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GATHERED GOSSIP

By KATHLEEN GRANTHAM

A NEW arrival and a new (known) love affair! MISS MARGARET JOHNSON hailing from good old Florence, South Carolina and LT. THEYX STUART hailing from old Athens town...

OPEN FEUD! between Peggy Raiford and Elaine Young over a certain man and name that will not be mentioned here.

How these town boys do get away. Neil Blanton and Poopy were seen dating Rachel Cunningham and Terve.

NOT ONE BUT TWO! That's always better. Rose Hill rated two weeks before Easter, then the sweet lil' lady had one left over for last Sunday.

P. S. How 'bout lending one to "poor" June Sears who didn't receive one... just THREE.

Wednesday evenings one is following the romance of Alice Jean Dancer and Grady, over 16 years old. These young 'uns do go around.

Yeah and 'tis rumored around that Kristen and Stafford have their eyes on two fifteen year olds too... but their speed though.

Lewis Holder has been spreading around with Annie Jean Neeley. With Virginia McCollum for the first time.

Bea Williams and Ida Maude had a grand time at the cadet dance last Friday night. They left with two men on their lists. Gunn Hill.

Who's the owner of that long green car that Ruby Burgamy has been riding around in? The seniors seem to have everything in the bag.

Red Heads! That seems to be the main dish of G. S. W. That Southern lamb... DOZIER has been flowered with sweet written words from Kesler! (You remember that miniature giant with the baby face, but with the devil's eye!) Does that start sparks shooting??

Let it be Martin, Annama, and Ann Norman.

That dashing BLANTON "erature has arouned attention more! Especially PITEE LEE's as she rushed to the window to see him arrive by lorry.

Changing the subject to pictures... have you seen the one that "Tip" sent Carolyn Solderin? hnmnmnmnmnm

Flash Bulletin: Henry Jack finally called Stony after she lost a few pounds worrying about it. (Not that she minds though).

Sketching The Seniors .......

By JEAN LAND

CAROLYN GARBUTT and HELEN ALLEN

Catherine Garbutt who is a Humanities Divisional Major also, but she doesn't think she likes to collect poems and quotations from books she reads. Also she doesn't think many of the Art Works from magazines.

All kinds of clothes are suitable to Catherine Garbutt. She doesn't like to be the "baby face". Pastels are her favorite colors but she does have a special fondness for red. Low heels are also a favorite.

Semi-classical songs such as "Claudette de Lune" and all of Garbut's songs are favorites in the music she listens to.

Waffles with whipped cream are very good, Catherine says, and nothing beats a good steak with French fried potatoes and a salad. Catherine's idea of the "ideal man" includes certain characteristics such as a good sense of personality that you can have fun with but he doesn't have to be good looking, just lots of sense.

Deep movies that make you think and centres of the Art Series Committee, and all of Garbut's are preferred in such roles.

Catherine likes to read fiction but not the usual kind. It is this really unusual type. She has on an extra curricular list which includes: President of England, Queen of England, the President of the United States, and his Executive Committee. Catherine believes that the world is going to continue to be permanently changed.

People who "Apple Polish" and show partiality are "pet hate" of hers.

This summer Catherine plans to go visit her favorite Slater in Blanton, Louisiana. Last summer she had a business course after completing this year she wants to get something permanent with the National Bank. She is interested in such varied interests and talents, also she would have a successful career.

Helen Allen who is a Divisional Humanities Major with an History and Business Education Minor is also a "pet hate" of Catherine's. Helen doesn't like any kind of music. Her tastes run to every day foods such as scrambled eggs.

It's like having a cavity in a tooth... if our biggest front tooth. Helen likes Tommy Dorsey and "Appa" with blue, green and yellow as his favorite colors.

Quite unusual in her food tastes is Helen. Her tastes run to every day foods such as scrambled eggs.

This summer Catherine plans to spend four weeks in Russia and go to the South and make fun of it and see her relatives. Helen doesn't like any kind of music. Her tastes run to every day foods such as scrambled eggs.

That's all! As long as we keep putting the money in the Scholarship Fund, whose campaign is to open soon, to keep these students alive, feed, cloth, and house them to help restore them to health and sanity, and help them pursue their studies in freed universities.

Our Front Tooth

They're up and at the post now... ready for the race for Proxy of S. G. A. Monday morning will see the opening of the polls and by night GSWC will have a new president of the Student Government Association.

The speed-up program is really allowing students a field day for S. G. A. elections. It's getting to be we have a change of leadership every other quarter about as regularly as we have fried eggs for Saturday breakfast. After the war is over maybe things will change... we could have scrambled eggs.

Of course, we all realize it's really necessary to have a "Big Wheel"... that's if we want to keep student government rolling.
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Schedule for Summer School Has Been Released to Students

In arranging for the Summer School as an effort to meet the demands of an accelerated war program so that students can get as much college education as possible before going into military service, the Summer School at Moody Field will be held on a schedule that will meet the needs of the students.

This quarter is open to both men and women and is divided into two terms—approximately five and one-half weeks each. The terms are from June 12 through July 17, and July 17 through August 21. Other students may enroll for either or both sessions.

Special attention is to be given to freshmen courses so that June high school graduates can enter college the summer rather than wait until September.

Teaching at Moody Field during the summer quarter will carry credit of five quarter hours or the equivalent for either term. Non-boarding students will carry three courses, 15 quarter hours or 10 semester hours divided through the entire quarter.

Students who wish to do so may register for one course only. This work could count as “residence” credit toward a degree, or may be transferred to any State Department of Education.

Costs have been reduced to the lowest possible figure commensurate with the high quality of the courses as rendered. Rooms, board, housekeeping, and academic fees, $118.00 for either term or $236.00 for the entire quarter, or $16.00 for either term.

Summer adventures in swimming, pol, tennis courts, golf course, the House on the Lake, and other recreational facilities will be open and available to all students. The work of the prominent recreation director will assist with these activities.

The project of education has just announced plans for a program of “Summer Schools” for the girls of this summer, which will open on June 12 and continue through August 21. This project will be sponsored jointly by the University of Georgia, G. S. W. C., and Lowndes School System. It will afford an opportunity for all students who have graduated from high school or the equivalent.

The course in the following list except for English and Secretarial Work will carry credit of five quarter hours or the equivalent for either term.


Girls Entertain Patients at Moody

On Wednesday night the eight girls in Social Case Work Theory Class were guests of the patients in the Base Hospital at Moody Field. The girls that went to the party were Jean C. Leveille, Madie Henderson, Martha Chastain, Clara Hooks, Emmie Moll, Clemmie Lane, Peggy Freesty, and Glynis Hark.

During the evening the girls played games, sang songs, and talked to the patients. They also spent time observing the efficiency of the Red Cross and its facilities in recreational work in hospitals.

La moda Americana...Have a Coca-Cola

There is a new American custom as seen in Italy.

People overseas are impressed by the American fighting man’s friendship among his fellows. They see his home-ways and customs—his good humor. Have a Coke they bear him say to his uncles and aunts. And, yes, the fashions that refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola speaks of the friendliness of Main Street and the family friedness.

I. R. C. Plans Swimming Party For Last Meet

At the April meeting international relations were planned for the last meet, to be held in the form of a swimming and water polo meet, to be held in the form of a swimming and water polo meet. The club will contribute an equal amount of money.

Miss Mildred Price, faculty sponsor, briefly discussed Parliamentary, after which Herron Arrington, Program Chairman, presented the regulations and historical affairs. This was the final quiz in the traditional annual competition for the club prizes. The winners, who hold the highest total quiz score, will be announced at the May meeting.

Easter Parade Proves “Amusing and Confusing” To Canopy Reporter

By ANNE SHIPP

It’s a bird, no it’s a basket, no it’s a hat! Truly the hats in the Easter Parade proved both “amusing and confusing.” Among the most attractive of the head gear worn by the few that were here on Easter morning were those ranging from Betty June Thompson’s beautiful, huge, and so very becoming hat of black straw down to Ann King’s tiny rhinestone with a top hat of pink flowers.

Speddy” Rowe’s hat was one of the most outstanding and she really got on a piece to it. The hat was a lovely blue lace straw that she had kept from her bridesmaid days.

Alice Jane Dancer came out in a black straw beanie that had a stilt villain on which American Beauty flowers were hitched.

Several girls had becoming and dainty hats of velv that had been gathered on to a piece to it with little bows mixed in among the velv. Two were Edith Jones and Betty McPherson.

“Ritchie” Mayo had a cute so-plasticated black straw that was worn over one eye with a short veil with Bugsy’s dot.

Clemmie Lane sported a hat that certainly was chic—white with orchid roses on one side.

Millie Wisdom looked as if she was wearing a corsage on her nose looking head. Up top you saw that it was a hat! So-o pretty.

Glenn Hill’s white felt cloche was a very charming and very stylish.

Cathy Phillips had a brown hat (with matching bag) of gabardine—looked smart with her suit but so small you tiptoed twice before you saw it.

Mutt Carter, another one of those “big” hat fiends. Lovely.

Our “town girls” heads were adorned nicely too. Margret Bos had on a sharp number but to describe the shape is impossible but on her it looks good.

Ann McGowan had on the cutest little white hat. It was a charming contrast with her black hair.

Booby Jones had on (for supposed bed on a “half hat” sky blue lace straw with thing a slab hanging on each side.) These are just a few of the many girls who were “the grandest lady in the Easter Parade.”

I. R. C. Plans Swimming Party For Last Meet

Call a YELLOW CAB

Phone 1000
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Sidelights from Sports Field

BY CORINNE DELLINGER

Flash!!! If some day you should go down to the pool and find half empty you'll know Compton, Cunningham, and Wolff have been there. Cunningham and Mary Agnes both split their half out and Compton will probably have swallowed the other half.

ATTENTION ALL SWIMMING ENTHUSIASTS!!! As soon as we can make the swimming pool about three times a week and at the present time we'll promise you a visit. But at present it is not clear how much you are about to dive and if everyone is going to blow their own horns. Meantime, P. R. will GIVE you a game of tennis just let them know. And ONE WHO IS WILLING TO PAY $5 an HOUR FOR HER VALUABLE TIME, IS SHE KIDDING?!

Did you see the excitement on the softball diamond one night last week? "Horse?" created quite a stir when she leaned over a rail. Embarrassed, "Horse?" put her back but—not quite. She came out and Compton will probably have swallowed the other half.

LATEST BULLETIN!!! The Kappes are trying awkwardly to win the plaque this quarter and if a few more Lambdas don't get interested enough to stop them they might succeed.

Sports Club Offers Tennis Instruction

Plans are being set out to offer tennis lessons to those who get a few extra pointers on strokes and rules of the game if you're interested in this quarter and there can be a little doubt in anyone's mind that they are capable of helping anyone who wants to be helped.

Bea Williams and Tug Wilkin are the very able tennis coaches this quarter and if enough are interested more players can be worked out.

So if you have a little trouble with that back-hand of yours or if you honestly know how to score a game of tennis just let Bea or Tug know about it and they'll help you on.

See Bea Williams or Tug Wilkin as soon as possible and tell them you are interested in this and they'll let you know more about it.

THE PERFECT FIT SHOE AT
LESLIE DAVIS JEWELER

STEAKS

PAUL'S KITCHENETTE

SEA FOODS

Corner Patterson Street and Central Avenue

FRIDAYS

STEAKS

Paul's KITCHENETTE

SEA FOODS

Corner Patterson Street and Central Avenue

FOR SPRING CLOTHES

Shop at
Cowart's Dress Shop

FOR COTTON DRESS

Shop at
Marilyn Dress Shop

SOUTHERN STATIONERY

FOR THE

Perfect Gift

FOREVERY Occasion

Stop in for a SODA or a SUNDAY at TERRY'S Drug Store

“Where O. B. Y. C. Mosla”

For Shoe Repairs

Shoe Shop

EAST HILL AVENUE

Kappas Walk Off With First Softball Game of Season

The Kappas really walked on the Lambdas Wednesday evening in softball to the tune of 15-6. But that team was on the beam and in some beautiful plays.

The Kappas were first up and started the game off with a bang to the satisfaction of a cheering crowd. They gathered in two runs in the first inning, to go unscored in the second and then punched across three more to lead 5-0 in the first half of the third.

But the Lambdas were getting warmed up and came across with their one good batting spree of the game to bring the score up to 5-4 at the end of the third.

During the next two innings the Kappas added four more runs to their score to make it 9-4 at the end of the sixth.

In a desperate effort the Lambdas added two more runs in the sixth but both teams agreed to play two more innings and in the last two rounds the Kappas batted across six more runs for a final score of 15-6.

That Red team was really showing its stuff Wednesday night with everyone playing good ball, but Newton, Chase, Townsend and Caroline Carter played an excellent game you haven't played in years. The next inning was scoreless but which usually turns out to be lots of fun or it might just be missed.

If you haven't been on one of the Sports Club hikes you'll probably find that you missed out on a lot of fun and if you have been before you certainly won't want to miss the next one.

FINE ARTS WELCOME TWELVE MEMBERS

Twelve students have successfully passed the examinations given as try-outs for membership in the Fine Arts Club and will participate in the group for the latter part of the year. The new members are: Grace Hiers, Peggy Ford, Hilda Crum, Jean Williams, Colleen Geiger, Bertha Drexel, Mary B. Brooks, Ann Little, Peggy Wood, Mary Crum, Margaret Jones, and Isabel McCord.

At a meeting on April 9, these students came into the fold and took an active part in the activities of the club. The Constitution and purpose of the club were read and explained at this time and the following committees were appointed.

Virginia Snow, Jean Williams, and Bertha Drexel, to amend a section of the Constitution.

Anne Whittle and Peggy Wood as Co-chairman of the Art Committee.

Peggy Ford as chairman of the Rental Art Collection and Robbel保税 as an advisor.

As an added feature of the program the members of the club drew sketches of each other.

The next meeting will be held April 21 at 7:40 in the school building and all interested students are invited to attend.

WALGREEN'S COMPLETE SERVICE IN DRUGS

LET COWARTS DO IT

Horse? created quite a stir when she leaned over a rail. Embarrassed, "Horse?
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Have you seen "Naughty Marietta"? It's "Kirby's" Shoe Shop.

SUNDAY ONLY

"Naughty Marietta"

with JENNETTE MACDONALD

NELSON EDDY

Also: LATEST NEWS and CARTOON

Mondays through Thursday

LUKE BROS.

Take pleasure in welcoming back to Valdosta the students and faculty of G. S. W. C.

As Always

You find Luke Bros., the headquarters for Campus Shoes of all kinds—return rationed as non-rationed.

LOAFER

$3.98

$2.95 to $3.

Always pictured is one of the many styles of Loafers that we are now showing. Best of all Luke Bros. will probably have swallowed the other half.

SUNDAY ONLY

"Naughty Marietta"

with JENNETTE MACDONALD

NELSON EDDY

Also: LATEST NEWS and CARTOON

MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY

RITZ THEATRE

VALDOSTA, GEORGIA

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

"My Gal Loves Music"

with JOAN WOOL and WILLIAM GARSCHON

Also: News - Pet Smith Comedy

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

"Browery of Broadway"

DOSTA

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

"Code of Praise"

with SMILEY BRYANNETTE and SUNSET CARSON

Also: cartoon - Serial

SUNDAY ONLY

"My Gal Loves Music"

with BOB CROSBY and GRACE McFARLANE

Also: FEATURETTE

MONDAY - TUESDAY

"She Gets Her Man"

with JACK O'LEARY and MARY MONTEZ

Also: News - Carter